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and Pirus Ghadjara�
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Medicine (OHC), Charit�e – Universit€atsmedizin Berlin, Freie Universit€at Berlin, Humboldt-Universit€at zu Berlin, and Berlin Institute of Health,
Berlin, Germany; cDepartment of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID, USA; dBerlin Institute of Health,
Berlin, Germany

ABSTRACT
Objective: To create an improved planning method for pediatric regional hyperthermia (RHT) using
the SIGMA-30 applicator (SIGMA-30).
Materials and Methods: An electromagnetic model of SIGMA-30 was generated for use with the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Applying special MATLAB-based algorithms, voxel mod-
els of a pediatric patient with pelvic rhabdomyosarcoma were created from Computed-Tomography
(CT) contours for use with the FDTD method and the finite-difference (FD) method capable of using
either temperature-independent or temperature-dependent perfusion models for solving the Bioheat
Transfer Equation (BHTE). Patient models were parametrized regarding, first, the positioning in the
applicator, second, the absorbed power range and, third, different perfusion models, resulting in the
so-called Parametrized Treatment Models (PTMs). A novel dedicated optimization procedure was devel-
oped based on quantitative comparison of numerical calculations against temperature and power
measurements from two RHT therapies.
Results: Using measured data, a realistic absorbed power range in the patient model was estimated.
Within this range, several FDTD and BHTE runs were performed and, applying the aforementioned
optimization scheme, the best PTMs and perfusion models were identified for each therapy via a retro-
spective comparison with measurements in 14 temperature sensor positions: 5 in the tumor, 8 in rec-
tum and one in bladder.
Conclusion: A novel dedicated optimization procedure for identification of suitable patient-specific
electromagnetic and thermal models, which can be used for improved patient planning, was devel-
oped and evaluated by comparison with treatment-derived measurements using SIGMA-30. The opti-
mization procedure can be extended to other hyperthermia applicators and to other patient types,
including adults.
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Introduction

Along with increasing significance of regional hyperthermia
(RHT) therapy for sarcomas and pediatric tumors [1–4], there
is a growing need for patient-specific therapy planning pro-
cedures including detailed models of pediatric RHT applica-
tors like the SIGMA-30 applicator (SIGMA-30). SIGMA-30
(formerly referred to as the Mini Annular Phased Array
Applicator – MAPA) is used as part of BSD-2000
Hyperthermia System (Pyrexar Medical Inc., www.pyrexar.
com) [5]. It was originally designed for hyperthermia of limbs
and was tested with phantoms and amputee limbs [5–7].

SIGMA-30 was also used in RHT treatments of pediatric
patients [3]. However, no systematic comparisons with meas-
urements have been performed for pediatric patients
until now.

During RHT therapies, temperatures must be monitored
to control heat delivery to the target and to prevent over-
heating and damages to surrounding healthy tissues [8–10].
For temperature monitoring using temperature sensors, the
gold standard is the invasive intratumoral thermometry, but
alternative methods such as endocavitary thermometry are
also applicable to tumors in the pelvic area [11,12]. On the
other hand, development of patient-specific therapy
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planning has also been the subject of research for many
years [13–20]. In the future, accurate temperature predictions
could, first, make the need for intratumoral thermometry
obsolete and, second, provide a solution for areas less
accessible or even inaccessible by endocavitary thermometry
like abdominal or extremity areas, which requires a high
accuracy of planning methods and models. However, due to
the high complexity of the human body and its thermo-
regulatory system under hyperthermia (e.g., temperature-
dependent perfusion changes) special attention is required
for creation of perfusion models.

The highly complex perfusion behavior in the human
body under hyperthermia has been the subject of numerous
investigations both experimental and numerical [19,21–26].
Unfortunately, there is still a lack of not only robust on-line
measurement methods under hyperthermia but also of
accurate perfusion models which could account for all influ-
ence factors, including non-thermal ones, e.g., stress.
Therefore, the exact perfusion values in a pediatric patient
under hyperthermia are unknown.

Taking these facts into account, our approach, presented
in this paper, is to search for the optimal perfusion models
via a comparison of numerical calculations with retrospective
clinical data, particularly with thermometry and power meas-
urements from two therapies of a pediatric pelvic rhabdo-
myosarcoma treated with SIGMA-30. To this end, we
developed a dedicated procedure based on the optimization
of the so-called ‘Parametrized Treatment Models’ (PTMs), i.e.,
patient-specific electromagnetic and thermal models with dif-
ferent parameter sets. This optimization procedure can be
extended to other patient types, including adults, and to dif-
ferent hyperthermia applicators.

Materials and methods

Patient therapy setup

Partially resected pelvic rhabdomyosarcoma in a three-year-
old pediatric patient (height 106 cm and weight 17 kg) was
treated with hyperthermic chemotherapy under general
anesthesia using SIGMA-30 (operating frequency: 123MHz.)
Temperature sensors (Bowman high-impedance thermistors;
Pyrexar Medical Inc.) were placed into endocavitary catheters
in rectum and bladder, and into an invasive tumor catheter.
Temperatures were mapped along the tumor and rectum
catheters. Measurements were taken every 1 cm along the
catheter. With a tumor diameter of 5.5 cm, this provided a
total of 5 measuring points in the tumor. The insertion depth
of the rectal catheter was 7 cm, resulting in a total of 8
measuring points along the rectal catheter, including the
position ‘0’ at the anus. In contrast, due to the cuff fixation,
the temperature sensor in the bladder catheter was fixated
at one measuring point, 1 cm above the bladder neck.
Consequently, temperatures in a total of Ncath¼14 measuring
points in the pelvic region were recorded. We refer to these
14 catheter values as a (measured) Temperature Set.
Moreover, several vital functions were monitored during
anesthesia, including heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen sat-
uration and sublingual temperature.

A total of eight RHT therapies were performed, but only the
data of the 3rd and 4th therapy are discussed in this paper.
During the 1st and the 2nd therapy, for preventing postoperative
infections, a thick gauze bandage was used for the fixation of
the tumor catheter, which locally heavily impeded the heat trans-
fer through the skin into the cooling water bolus. For consider-
ation of the heat accumulation underneath the gauze bandage a
much more complicated thermal model is needed than that
available for calculations performed in this paper. Therefore, the
1st and the 2nd RHT therapy are not discussed in this paper.
The gauze bandage was removed before the 3rd therapy.
Furthermore, due to therapy design, the tumor catheter was
removed after the 4th therapy. For these reasons, the presenta-
tion of data is restricted only to the 3rd and the 4th therapy. As
the 4th therapy exhibited higher power (and thus higher temper-
atures) than the 3rd therapy (see Results section), we refer in this
paper to the 4th therapy as ‘Higher-Power’-Therapy (HP_THER),
and to the 3rd therapy as ‘Lower-Power’-Therapy (LP_THER).

The patient is registered in the HT-Registry Study, which
was approved by the Charit�e’s Ethics Committee (approval
no.: EA2/114/14) with written informed consent obtained
from the patient’s legal guardian.

Overview of the measurement-based optimization
procedure

Figure 1 displays the general workflow of optimization pro-
cedure for improved patient-specific RHT planning. First, an
electromagnetic model of SIGMA-30 was created for use with
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [27–34]. A
Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) formulation for dealing with
open boundaries was used [30]. Second, applying our
MATLAB-based (MATLAB R2016b) in-house segmentation
algorithm [35], Computed-Tomography (CT) -based voxel
patient models were generated for use with our in-house
FDTD method [31–34] and with our in-house finite-difference
(FD) method [36], the latter being capable of using either
temperature-independent or temperature-dependent
(‘dynamic’) perfusion models for solving the Bioheat Transfer
Equation (BHTE), introduced by Pennes in 1948 [37]. Next,
patient models were parametrized related to the positioning
in the applicator (‘FDTD-related parametrization’) and several
FDTD runs were performed, yielding relative SAR distribu-
tions. For each FDTD run, a certain ‘channel setting’ (i.e., sets
of power amplitudes and phases in amplifier channels con-
nected to the applicator antennas) was applied for simulat-
ing the real channel setting used for a therapy. Generally,
the determination or choice of a particular channel setting is
not part of our optimization procedure, but it acts as an
‘external’ input for both the therapy and the calculations
(see the box ‘channel setting’ in Figure 1). As a next point, a
realistic range of absorbed power in the patient model was
derived from measurements, and due to these power values
absolute SAR distributions were generated, necessary as
inputs for BHTE calculations. On the other hand, BHTE-
related parametrizations were performed, resulting in several
perfusion models of a patient as other inputs for the BHTE.
Combinations of all parametrizations (therapy, positioning,
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power, perfusion models) are referred to as PTMs. The total
number of PTMs (which is identical to the total number of
BHTE runs) is indicated in Figure 1 as ‘n’. For each PTM a
BHTE run was performed with an absolute temperature distri-
bution as output, containing as a part of the solution also
Ncath¼14 temperature values at the points along the cathe-
ters in locations which were defined by measurements
(Temperature Set). In the next step, the best PTMs were
found via a root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD)-based mini-
mization using a comparison between the BHTE-calculated
and the measured Temperature Sets (from therapies HP_THER
and/or LP_THER). Finally, the best perfusion models were
identified via dedicated evaluation approaches. The core
parts of the optimization routine that are bounded by
dashed lines in Figure 1 are described in more detail in
Figure 2 in the paragraph Two-Step Optimization, further
below. The computer requirements and time to perform the
optimization procedure are discussed in the Supplementary
material, in the paragraph ‘Supplement Part 5’.

In the following, the main steps of the optimization pro-
cedure are presented in more detail.

Applicator and patient models

For performing FDTD calculations the two necessary initial
steps are, first, creation of a SIGMA-30 model, and, second,
of a CT-based patient model (Figure 1).

SIGMA-30 is the smallest applicator of the SIGMA series of
applicators (SIGMA-60, SIGMA-Eye, SIGMA-40, and SIGMA-30,
Pyrexar Medical Inc.) used in the Department of Radiation
Oncology at Charit�e Campus Virchow Klinikum. It consists of
eight flat copper-strip dipole antennas, connected via tun-
ing/matching networks in pairs to four power amplifier chan-
nels. Electromagnetic models of applicators SIGMA-60 and
SIGMA-Eye, used in our department, were previously created
based on the FDTD method. These applicator models were
validated using different methods including lamp matrix
comparisons and temperature rise measurements in various
homogeneous and inhomogeneous phantoms, as well as
Magnetic-Resonance (MR)-thermography measurements
[31,38–42]. As a further development of these models, an
FDTD model of SIGMA-30 was generated for comparisons
including the pediatric case presented in this paper. Before
these comparisons the SIGMA-30 model had been tested
using a cylindrical agar phantom developed for this purpose
(see ‘Supplement Part 1’).

For the creation of the patient model planning CT data of
the patient, which included the postoperatively inserted tumor
catheter, were acquired. Various structures in the CT data sets
(tumor, organ-at-risk, etc.) were manually contoured using the
Varian Treatment Planning System (Eclipse Version 11.0). A
novel segmentation procedure was developed based on in-
house created MATLAB algorithms [35]. The segmentation out-
put results in an optimal combination of clinically/manually
contoured regions and HU-threshold-segmented portions.

Figure 1. General workflow of the novel optimization procedure for improved regional hyperthermia (RHT) planning using optimization of the so-called
‘Parametrized Treatment Models’ (PTMs) via a root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD)-based comparison between calculated and measured temperatures along tumor,
rectal and bladder catheters. An oval form of boxes refers to measurement parts of the optimization scheme. The core parts of the optimization routine that are
bounded by dashed lines are described in more detail in Figure 2.
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Further details concerning the model creation see ‘Supplement
Part 2’ and ‘Supplement Part 5’.

FDTD-related parametrization

In the optimization scheme in Figure 1, immediately before
the step ‘FDTD runs’, a step called ‘FDTD-related paramet-
rization’ is performed. In this step the user may define/
change numerical parameters that have impact on the rela-
tive SAR-distribution in the patient model. The total number
of relative SAR distributions resulting from this kind of par-
ametrization is indicated in Figure 1 as ‘n_SAR’.

Numerous FDTD-relevant effects may be investigated like
modifications in the model geometry and resolution,
changes in material and electromagnetic properties, but also
the use of different antenna or feeding models, or other
effects like smoothing of SAR or fluctuations of channel set-
tings (particular amplitude and phase values generated by
amplifiers that are connected to the antenna feedpoints). In
our paper, however, the focus is on the investigation of the
effects of different perfusion models, resulting from the
BHTE-related parametrization (see further below), and there-
fore we restrict the FDTD-related parametrization to the
investigations of the influence of the adjustment of the
patient model in the applicator model.

Concerning the longitudinal position the patient was posi-
tioned so that the central applicator transversal symmetry
plane was situated in the central tumor plane, 7 cm caudally
from the navel. Possible changes of longitudinal position are
not investigated in this paper.

Regarding the transversal position, for avoiding any super-
ficial or subcutaneous hotspots in the anesthetized patient,
the default clinical patient positioning for both therapies was
‘central’ (as defined below) and a ‘central channel setting’
was set, too (equal power amplitudes and no phase delays
in power channels). Apart from health hazard issues the use
of the central channel setting was also reasonable because
the tumor region was situated almost centrally. For investi-
gating how the final solution may depend on patient posi-
tioning, we introduced the following parametrization related
to transversal patient positioning:

� ‘Central Patient Positioning’ (CE_POS): the center of the
patient model was aligned in the center of the applicator
so that in the transversal symmetry plane the horizontal
distances between patient surface and right/left applica-
tor boundaries were equal (�5 cm) and the vertical dis-
tances between patient surface and top/bottom
applicator walls were also equal (�10 cm). The shape of
the pediatric patient in the transversal applicator sym-
metry plane was nearly elliptical with a major axis of
19 cm and a minor axis of 9 cm.

� ‘Shifted Patient Positioning’ (SH_POS): the patient model
was shifted by a distance ‘d’ in the dorsal direction. It is
often observed in pediatric patients during therapy in
SIGMA-30 that the weight of the patient sinks into the
special pediatric-size hammock-like couch, which is made
of pliant fabric. Possible effects of such a shift were

studied by using this positioning. In accordance with the
small size of the pediatric patient, we investigated a dor-
sal shift of d¼ 10mm.

In conclusion, this particular FDTD-related paramet-
rization results in only two different relative SAR distribu-
tions, i.e., n_SAR¼ 2.

FDTD runs

The purpose of this step was SAR calculation via solving
Maxwell’s equations by using the FDTD method. For this,
FDTD requires a CT-based voxel model of a patient and a
model of SIGMA-30 as inputs (Figure 1). Depending on
patient positioning this resulted in two geometry models
(CE_POS/SH_POS) which were downsampled to uniform
2.5mm-grids representing electrical material properties.
These grids were used for the staggered FDTD (Yee) lattice
with 5mm distance between E-field components thus pro-
viding a clear assignment of the electrical material properties
to every E-field component. For each of so generated two
FDTD models corresponding to patient positions CE_POS
and SH_POS, respectively, a relative SAR distribution was cal-
culated, simulating the central channel setting used for both
therapies. For further details concerning FDTD runs see
‘Supplement Part 2’ and ‘Supplement Part 5’.

Power range

As indicated in Figure 1, the input for every BHTE run was
an absolute SAR distribution that can be obtained from the
aforementioned relative SAR distribution via multiplication
(‘scaling’) of its values in every point of the model grid with
a (scalar) power scaling factor f¼ P/Prel. Prel is the absorbed
power resulting from integration of the relative SAR in the
patient model. P is a desired absolute power value. Note
that a given relative SAR distribution can be scaled with dif-
ferent scaling factors, fi ¼Pi/Prel, corresponding to different
power values Pi, which can belong to a certain power range
like that defined in Equation (1), below. The volume of inte-
gration was given by the FDTD model and was equal for this
particular pediatric patient to �6.85 liters and the corre-
sponding model mass was �7.13 kg (remember that the total
mass of the child was 17 kg).

A crucial question is how to choose a particular value of P
and thus how to scale the relative SAR for obtaining a realis-
tic absolute SAR as input for a BHTE run. The exact value of
absorbed power in the patient is unknown, and also it may
vary in time during therapy. However, a certain physically
consistent, time-averaged Power Range, (P_range),
P_min� P� P_max, can be assumed for every patient model
in use. P_range can be derived from power measurements
(see Results section, paragraph Clinical measurements and der-
ivation of absorbed power in the patient model). This step of
the optimization workflow is indicated on the left side of
Figure 1 as an oval box ‘Power measurements’. P_range is
a continuous interval, but we approximate it with a set of
discrete power values Pi (the total number of power
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values: n_power), as follows:

P range � fP1, :, Pi, . . . , Pn powerg i ¼ 1 . . . n power (1)

with Pi¼ P_minþ(i-1) � DP, where DP ¼(P_max-P_min)/
(n_power� 1).

DP is an equidistant spacing between neighboring power
values. The necessary condition is n_power >1. Thus, in the
simplest case, n_power ¼ 2: P1¼P_min and P2¼P_max. For
our calculations we used five power values, n_power ¼ 5,
[see Results section, Equations (11a) and Equation (11b)].
Estimation and discretization of P_range according to
Equation (1) is indicated as a box below the oval box on the
left side of Figure 1 (Estimation of Power Range… ).

BHTE-related parametrization: perfusion models

As shown in Figure 1, before BHTE calculations, a paramet-
rization was applied related to thermal properties, especially
different perfusion values. We refer to this as parametrization
related to different perfusion models. Perfusion models were
region-based, i.e., inside a region/organ the perfusion value
did not vary from point to point.

All investigated perfusion models of a patient were
grouped into three ‘Perfusion Behavior Types’ (PBTs):

� ‘homogeneous’ (H) Perfusion Behavior Type (H_PBT): all
organs/regions had the same perfusion value. (This is the
simplest, unrealistic perfusion behavior, used here for fast
and coarse estimation of the perfusion in a simplified
patient model, as described in the next paragraph Two-
Step Optimization).

� ‘non-dynamic’ (ND) Perfusion Behavior Type (ND_PBT): for
every organ/region a temperature-independent perfusion
value was defined.

� ‘dynamic’ (D) Perfusion Behavior Type (D_PBT): for every
region a temperature-dependent (‘dynamic’) perfusion
model was defined.

Consequently, we refer to ‘H-type’, ‘ND-type’, ‘D-type’ per-
fusion models.

In the D-type perfusion models the perfusion was allowed
to rise twofold or threefold (depending on region) from basal
perfusion values, described by the so-called ‘ramp functions’
similar to Equation (3) in [36] (there used only for muscle and
fat), dependent on the calculated temperature, T, as follows:

m ¼ mbasal for T<39�C
m ¼ mbasal � 1þ R � T � 39�Cð Þ=1�C

� �
for 39�C <T<41:5�C

m ¼ S �mbasal for T>41:5�C
(2)

where R¼ 0.8 and S¼ 3 for muscle and fat,and where R¼ 0.4
and S¼ 2 for the tumor, rectum, bladder and bones.

Note that in our paper the basal values used in Equation
(2) are – in difference to Equation (3) in [36] – not fixed, but
are part of an optimization problem.

In the historical context, functions similar to Equation (2)
were used, for instance, in [43] and [44]. Further details of
the approaches in [43] and [44], as well as the rationale for

using particular tissue properties (mainly based on [44]), are
discussed in detail in [36], Section ‘B. Thermal Tissue
Properties’.

The total number of perfusion models of a patient (indi-
cated as ‘n_perf’ in Figure 1), arising from the BHTE-related
parametrization, can be formulated as follows:

n perf ¼ n perf Hþ n perf NDþ n perf D (3)

In Equation (3) the corresponding consecutive perfusion
indices are i_perf ¼ 1… n_perf_TYPE, where n_perf_TYPE,
‘TYPE’¼ ‘H’ or ‘ND’ or ‘D’ are the total numbers of H- or ND-
or D-type perfusion models of a patient.

In general, for each of the three PBTs the total number of
perfusion models of a patient can be formulated as a com-
bination of region perfusion models in the following way:

nperf TYPE ¼
Yn reg

i reg¼1

J TYPEði regÞ, (4)

where ‘TYPE’¼ ‘H’or ‘ND’ or ‘D’.
n_reg is the total number of regions in a perfusion model

of a patient.
J_H(i_reg), J_ND(i_reg), J_D(i_reg) is the total number of

perfusion models for a given region i_reg. Note that for
H_PBT: n_reg¼ 1.

Two-step optimization

According to Equation (4), J_TYPE(i_reg), i.e., the total num-
ber of perfusion values/models created per region can be
extremely high or even theoretically infinite. Thus, the gen-
eral aim is to limit the total number of perfusion models to a
discrete number, but still yielding reasonable results within
P_range. As demonstrated in Figure 2, in our optimization
procedure this discretization of perfusion values is performed
in two steps: Coarse Step (Pre-optimization) and Fine Step
(Optimization). The coarse pre-optimization uses H_PBT, the
Fine Optimization uses ND_PBT or/and D_PBT, respectively.
The aim is to coarsely estimate a whole-body perfusion level
(indicated in Figure 2 as ‘m_best_H’) that optimally corre-
sponds to the applied power levels that were defined in
Equation (1). For evaluation, we use the so-called ‘Highest-
Incidence-Index’ approach (see the last paragraph in the sec-
tion Materials and Methods). In the Fine-Optimization step,
region perfusion values are varied, which is indicated in
Figure 2 as ‘m_best_H ±Dm’. For definition of the particular
region perfusion values/models see the section Results.

PTMs

Due to the FDTD- and BHTE-related parametrizations and dis-
cretization of P_range several combinations of, 1, therapy, 2,
positioning, 3, power level, and, 4, perfusion were created,
referred to as PTMs. The total number of PTMs for each of
the three PBTs can be determined as follows:

n TYPE ¼ n therapies � n SAR � n power � n perf TYPE (5)

In Equation (5) ‘TYPE’¼ ‘H’ or ‘ND’ or ‘D’, n_therapies: total
number of investigated therapies; n_SAR: total number of
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relative SAR distributions due to the FDTD-related paramet-
rization; n_power: total number of power values representing
P_range for one therapy (see Equation (1)); and, n_perf_TYPE
as explained in Equation (3).

In our particular case in the section Results the values are:
n_therapies¼ 2, n_SAR¼ 2, n_power ¼ 5, but, generally, other
values are also possible.

In analogy to Equation (3) the total number of PTMs can
be given as follows:

n ¼ n Hþ n NDþ n D (6)

where by n_H, n_ND, n_D are defined via Equation (5).

BHTE runs

For each of n PTMs a BHTE run was performed using our FD
scheme, presented in the Appendix of [36]. The general
BHTE formulation is not repeated here, it is presented, for
instance, in Equations (1) and (2) in [36]. For detailed infor-
mation about thermal and material parameters applied for
solving the BHTE see ‘Supplement Part 3’.

The transient temperature behavior in every voxel of the
BHTE model is not discussed in this paper, but it is similar to
the ‘steady imaging SAR’ (‘S-SAR’) mode curve shown in
Figure 4 in [36] with a temperature increase phase and a
steady-state phase with a (maximum) constant temperature.

Only steady-state temperatures are used for comparisons of
Temperature Sets in Equation (7) further below (see also
again Figures 1 and 2). These temperature comparisons are
described in the next paragraphs. For further details to BHTE
runs see ‘Supplement Part 3’ and ‘Supplement Part 5’.

RMSD-based optimization

The general purpose of this step and the following
‘Evaluation’ step (Figure 1) is to find those PTMs and perfu-
sion models which best match the measured data.

To this end all n PTMs (and some sets of PTMs, see below)
were grouped together, due to the particular therapy
(HP_THER/LP_THER), positioning (CE_POS/SH_POS), and power
level (P1…P5) (and additionally also due to the entire power
range, see below). This resulted in a certain total number of
cases, n_cases, (in our optimization scheme, the total number
of n_cases is for each PBT identical). Then, for each case, i_case,
a minimum RMSD value was identified via comparison of a
total number of n_perf_TYPE perfusion models, as follows:

for i case ¼ 1 . . . n cases :

min RMSDðicaseÞ
� � ¼ min

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN
i¼1

ðTi�hiÞ2
s8<

:
9=
; nperf TYPE

i perf ¼ 1

(7)

Figure 2. Details of the two-step optimization consisting of a ‘Coarse Step’ using the ‘homogeneous’ (H) ‘Perfusion Behavior Type’ (PBT), and a ‘Fine Step’ using
either ‘non-dynamic’ (ND) or ‘dynamic’ (D) PBTs. The optimum whole-body perfusion level found by the Coarse Step (here m¼m_best_H¼ 10ml/100g/min) is
used as a starting point for the Fine Parametrizations/Optimizations. For clarity, the particular numbers used for the case presented in the section Results are dis-
played in Figure 3.
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where hi: measured temperatures shortly before power-off in
i¼ 1…N points, and, Ti: calculated steady-state temperatures
in i¼ 1…N points.

In the simplest case the total number of squared differen-
ces, N, is equal to the total number of catheter points, Ncath

(here 14), but for some additional cases, if several PTMs are
grouped together, it can also be equal to multiples of Ncath

(see below).
In this paper, those PTMs which exhibit minimum RMSD

according to Equation (7) using N¼Ncath are referred to as
‘suitable PTMs’. Their total number is identical for each PBT
and can be specified, using Equations (5) and (6), by the fol-
lowing expression:

n suitable ptm ¼ n TYPE=n perf TYPE

¼ n therapies � n SAR � n power (8)

In the particular case presented in the section Results,
n_suitable_ptm¼ 2�2�5¼ 20.

Furthermore, we refer to a particular PTM that exhibits a
minimum RMSD in Equation (7) among some specified group
of suitable PTMs as the ‘optimum’ PTM.

Our dedicated PTM comparison procedure in terms of
RMSD-based minimization in Equation (7) was composed of
two parts.

Part 1: ‘SINGLE-PTM-RMSD-Minimization’ (N¼Ncath)
In Part 1, the RMSD-based minimization was performed on
‘single’ PTMs (i.e., without grouping them together). Thus,

the total number of squared differences, N, in Equation (7)
was equal to Ncath(Ncath¼14 in our particular case), resulting
in the total number of results identical to the total number
of suitable PTMs in Equation (8) (20 results in our particu-
lar case).

Part 2: ‘ALL5-RMSD-Minimization’
In Part 2, those PTMs which were related to the same power
range [Equations (1b) and (1c)] were grouped together into
sets of PTMs, each set containing a total number of n_power
PTMs (here n_power¼ 5, hence ‘ALL5’). Each set of PTMs was
‘simultaneously’ evaluated in a single RMSD expression, thus
N¼ n_power�Ncath in Equation (7), resulting in our particular
case in 70 (instead of 14 in Part 1) calculated temperature
values Ti in Equation (7). Finally, due to this RMSD-based
minimization scheme including above Parts 1 and Part 2, the
total number of cases used in Equation (7) can be calculated
using the following expression (identical for each PBT):

n cases ¼ n suitable ptm þ n therapies � n SAR (9)

whereby the value ‘n_suitable_ptm’ is specified in Equation
(8). In our particular case presented in the section Results:
n_cases¼ 20þ 2�2¼ 24.

We refer to those perfusion models that are associated
with the cases in Equation (9) and optimized via Equation (7)
as ‘suitable perfusion models’. Their total number can be as
high as n_cases. Usually, however, it is much smaller because
a particular suitable perfusion model can be associated with
more than one case in Equation (9).

Evaluation: identification of optimum perfusion models

We present below three Perfusion Evaluation Approaches for
identifying optimum perfusion models of a patient among all
suitable perfusion models associated with n_cases in
Equation (9).

Perfusion evaluation approach 1: (SinglePTM approach)
This evaluation approach (‘Approach 1’) considers only the
results of SINGLE-PTM-RMSD-Minimization. Among a defined
group of suitable PTMs, the PTM with the minimum RMSD is
determined (optimum PTM) and the perfusion model associ-
ated with this PTM is selected as the optimum perfusion
model for Approach 1. This approach, however, should rather
not be used for the prospective planning (i.e., prediction of
the next therapy data) because there is rather a low prob-
ability that the aforementioned optimum PTM – with a par-
ticular power level and other particular parameters
associated with this PTM – will be the best one for the next
therapy, too. In contrast, this approach yields the best retro-
spective therapy information.

Perfusion evaluation approach 2: (ALL5-Approach)
This evaluation approach (‘Approach 2’) considers only the
results of ALL5-RMSD-Minimization. Among a defined group
of ALL5 cases, the case with the minimum RMSD is

Figure 3. Parametrized treatment models (PTMs) for the case presented in the
section Results, created as parameter combinations, involving: �two relative
SAR distributions (‘central’ and ‘shifted’ patient positioning). �two therapies
[‘Higher-Power’-Therapy (HP_THER) and ‘Lower-Power’-Therapy (LP_THER), each
of them represented by a power range of absorbed power in patient, approxi-
mated by five power levels each thus resulting of a total of 20 absolute SAR dis-
tributions]. �three different PBTs [homogeneous (H) with 7 perfusion models,
non-dynamic (ND) with 1350 perfusion models, and, dynamic (D) with 1536
perfusion models], resulting in the total number of PTMs of n¼ 57.860, equal
to the total number of BHTE runs.
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determined and the perfusion model associated with this
ALL5 case is selected as the optimum perfusion model for
Approach 2.

This approach is more general than Approach 1 (it
includes a whole power range instead of one particular
power value) and can be applied for prospective planning for
the next therapy of the same patient when it is assured that
the next therapy will be carried out similarly like the case
associated with the optimum perfusion model (similar
patient positioning, similar power range, the same channel
setting, etc.).

This approach yields also good retrospective information
about the therapy or therapies which were already performed,
but, due to its averaging nature, not as exact as Approach 1.

Perfusion evaluation approach 3: (‘Highest-Incidence-
Index’ approach)
This evaluation approach (‘Approach 3’) considers both the
results of SINGLE-PTM-RMSD-Minimization and of ALL5-
RMSD-Minimization. Approach 3 selects that perfusion model
which was the most frequently occurring among a defined
group of suitable PTMs and a defined group of ALL5 cases,
whereby the descriptor is the so-called ‘Incidence Index’,P

N, defined for a particular suitable perfusion model of a
patient as follows:X

N ¼ n singleþ n range � n powerð Þ � Ncath (10)

where n_single: total number of suitable PTMs containing a
particular suitable perfusion model of a patient, n_range:
total number of ALL5 cases containing this suitable perfusion
model. (This means, with n_power¼ 5, a fivefold weighting
of those suitable perfusion models that are associated with
ALL5-RMSD-Minimization). Thus,

P
N is equal to the total

number of squared differences in Equation (7) associated
with a particular suitable perfusion model of a patient (exam-
ples see Results section).

Approach 3 is the most general one because the identified
perfusion model of the patient is associated with the highest
number of different cases, e.g., originating from two therapies,
from two patient positioning cases and from two different
power ranges, like in our case in the section Results. Thus, it
can be applied for the prospective planning for the next therapy
of the same patient when, e.g., the power range and/or the
patient positioning are not yet exactly known. This approach
can also be used for different/new patients. However, in this
case a reasonable preselection of parameters and generation of
‘therapy-clusters’ is necessary, which represent similar therapies/
cases. In contrast, due to the high number of involved different
cases this approach yields still valuable but rather coarsely aver-
aged retrospective information about the therapy or therapies
which were already performed.

In conclusion, it is recommended to perform the retro-
spective analysis including all three perfusion evaluation
approaches and to apply Approach 2 and/or Approach 3 for
prospective planning. Moreover, only Approach 3 was used
for the H_PBT–based coarse pre-optimization (Figure 2).
Further details of the particular use of these approaches can
be found in Discussion.

Results

Clinical measurements and derivation of absorbed
power in the patient model

Table 1 reports relevant measured temperature and power
values. The latter were used for derivation of particular val-
ues for P_range in Equation (1) (P_max¼ 113 W and
P_min¼ 93 W for LP_THER and P_max¼ 120 W and
P_min¼ 100 W for HP_THER) resulting in the following
power levels, five for each therapy, respectively:

P1, 2, 3, 4, 5 : 100 W, 105 W, 110 W, 115 W, 120 W,

representing P range for HP THER
(11a)

P1, 2, 3, 4, 5 : 93 W, 98 W, 103 W, 108 W, 113 W,

representing P range for LP THER
(11b)

Note that in Equations (11a) and (11b) the equidistant
spacing between neighboring power values, DP, defined in
Equation (1), is DP¼ 5 W for both HP_THER and LP_THER.

The derivation of particular values in Equations (11a) and
(11b) using forward and reflected power measurements and
FDTD calculations is described in detail in ‘Supplement
Part 4’.

Results of the PTM-based optimization procedure

The identification of suitable (and optimum) PTMs and perfu-
sion models of the patient was performed applying the Two-
Step Optimization scheme as depicted in Figure 2. The main
optimization steps are presented below as Steps 1–6.

For reasons of clarity, in Figure 3, parameter combinations
are displayed for our special case: n_therapies¼ 2 (HP_THER/
LP_THER); n_SAR¼ 2 (CE_POS/SH_POS); n_power¼ 5,
n_perf_H¼ 140, n_perf_ND¼ 1350, n_perf_D¼ 1510, resulting
in the total number of PTMs of n¼ 57.860. The particular
total numbers of perfusion models of the patient, n_perf_H,
n_perf_ND, n_perf_D, see Step 1 and Step 4, below.

Step 1: initial coarse BHTE-related parametrization
using H_PBT
In this initial step, H_PBT was assumed to be valid for the
whole patient [n_reg¼ 1 in Equation (4)] with uniform ther-
mal properties equal to those of muscle (2nd line from the
bottom in Table 2). Seven perfusion levels were investigated
[i_perf_H¼ 1… n_perf_H¼ 7 in Equation (3)] with typical per-
fusion values of m¼ 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, and 30ml/100g/
min), resulting in a total number of n_H¼ 140 PTMs
[n_H¼ 2�2�5�7 in Equation (5)] to be compared. The range
of above seven basal perfusion values includes typical values
used in the literature for muscle and fat tissue. Again, a
good overview is given in [36], but other hyperthermia
groups use values in this range, too. For instance, in [17,] the
values for fat/muscle/tumor perfusion of fat are given as Wb

¼ 1.1/3.6/1.8 kg/m3/s, which, with Wb¼q	qb	 m, is equivalent
to m� 7/20/10ml/100g/min, respectively.

In the following, for simplicity, the perfusion unit (ml/
100g/min) is skipped. Moreover, a short notation is intro-
duced for perfusion models of the patient, which refers to
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the consecutive perfusion index i_perf, as follows: ‘H-1’,
‘H-2’… ’H-7’. Thus, H-1 refers to i_perf ¼ 1 (m¼ 2.5), ‘H-4’
refers to i_perf ¼ 4 (m¼ 10), etc. A similar notation is intro-
duced for ND-type and D-type perfusion models of the
patient, e.g., ‘D-1001’.

Step 2: coarse pre-optimization using H_PBT
After the coarse parametrization 140 BHTE runs were per-
formed and 140 calculated Temperature Sets were compared

with two measured ones in terms of RMSD values in
Equation (7), involving, both parts, Part 1, SINGLE-PTM-
RMSD-Minimization [N¼ Ncath¼14 in Equation (7)] and, Part
2, ALL5-RMSD-Minimization [N¼ 70 in Equation (7)]. Due to
Equation (9) this resulted in 24 comparison cases (20 SINGLE-
PTM cases and 4 ALL5 cases).

The optimization results for H_PBT are listed in the lines
5-10 of Tables 3 and 4, respectively (24 cases for HP_THER
and for LP_THER, respectively). For every case, using the
aforementioned short notation, the respective number of

Table 1. Clinically measured power and temperature values for two investigated therapies of a pediatric pelvic rhabdomyo-
sarcoma: Higher-Power-Therapy (HP_THER) in the middle column, and Lower-Power- Therapy (LP_THER) in the right column.

HP_THER LP_THER

Power-on duration 80min 80min
Aver. temperature at power-off in tumor catheter 42.02 �C 41.18 �C
Max. temperature at power-off in tumor catheter 42.6 �C 42.4 �C
Aver. temperature at power-off in rectum catheter 41.33 �C 41.04 �C
Max. temperature at power-off in rectum catheter 41.5 �C 41.3 �C
Temperature at power-off in bladder catheter 43.2 �C 42.1 �C
Aver. temperature at power-off in all 3 catheters 41.71 �C 41,16 �C
Average forward power (measured at amplifier outputs) 205 W 183 W
Average reflected power (measured at amplifier outputs) 31 W 22 W
Derived approximate range of absorbed power, P_range 100 W � 120W 93 W � 113W

In the last line the power range P_range is given, derived via a combined experimental-numerical power investigation,
involving forward and reflected powers at the amplifier outputs, cable losses between amplifier outputs and antenna feed-
points, as well as and stray power losses.

Figure 4. A root-mean-squared-deviation (RMSD)-based minimization in Equation (7) for the best case in Table 3 for the parameter combination [‘Higher-Power’-
Therapy (HP_THER), ‘dynamic Perfusion Behavior Type’ (D_PBT), ‘Central Patient Positioning’ (CE_POS), P¼ 120 W absorbed power in patient]. Displayed are RMSD
values for all (i_perf ¼ 1… n_perf_D¼ 1536) dynamic (D)-type perfusion models, as defined in Equation (13), associated with this case (indicated as ‘MODEL-
NUMBER’ on the abscissa). The minimum RMSD was found for the index i_perf ¼ 1001, i.e. for perfusion model D-1001. RMSD values range from 0.3882 �C (for
i_perf ¼ 1001) to almost 5 �C. The latter high RMSD values were obtained for low perfusion model indices, i.e. (too) low tumor and rectum perfusion values.
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each suitable perfusion model exhibiting minimum RMSD
according to Equation (7) is also reported. The lines 5-9 refer
to SINGLE-PTM-RMSD-Minimization (10 suitable PTMs per
therapy, 5 for CE_POS and 5 for SH_POS), for each of the
five power values separately. The 10th line refers to ALL5-
RMSD-Minimization (2 ALL5 results per therapy, one for
CE_POS and one for SH_POS).

Step 3: evaluation: identifying the optimum H-type perfu-
sion model
The purpose of this step was to identify a particular perfu-
sion model (indicated as ‘m_best_H’ in Figure 2) as a starting
point for the next step, i.e., the fine optimization. As this pur-
pose was merely a prospective one (and no particular cases

were to be preferred/excluded) only the most general perfu-
sion evaluation approach, Approach 3 (‘Highest-Incidence-
Index’ Approach) was applied.

According to Tables 3 and 4 the whole body perfusion
was identified as m¼m_best_H¼ 10 (perfusion model H-4)
for 22 of 24 cases. Only for two cases in Table 4 (LP_THER,
P¼ 113 W, both patient positions) the suitable perfusion
model was H-5 (m¼ 15). Applying Equation (10) for the per-
fusion model H-4, i.e., summating all ‘N-values’ in Tables 3
and 4 that are associated with H-4, we end up with the
Incidence Index,

P
N, as high as 532 (18�14þ 4�70), and for

H-5 we obtain only
P

N¼ 28.
Table 5 summarizes, in the right column, the results of

Approach 3 displaying the corresponding Incidence IndexP
N. The two H-type perfusion models can be found in lines

2-3. Furthermore, all suitable perfusion models (i.e., those
which are displayed in Tables 3 and 4) are reported in alpha-
betic order and all region perfusion values/models are listed.

Step 4: fine BHTE-related parametrization: creating ND-
type and D-type perfusion models
In this step, with knowledge of the optimum whole-body
perfusion m¼m_best_H¼ 10, as found above, perfusion val-
ues of different organs/regions were specified, which is indi-
cated in Figure 2 as ‘m_best_H ±Dm’. Apart from the
perfusion, no other tissue-specific thermal properties were
parametrized. Their (fixed) values as used for ND_PBT and
D_PBT are indicated in Table 2.

The creation of ND-type and D-type perfusion models of
the patient was performed for six regions, n_reg¼ 6 in
Equation (4). In the source code implementation six nested
loops were written with a consecutive perfusion index or

Table 4. Optimization results only for the ‘Lower-Power’-Therapy (LP_THER) in
terms of minimum RMSD values, displayed in an analogous way to Table 3.

Power
(W)

N
(number of squared

differences)

Perfusion Model
RMSD
(�C)

CE_POS SH_POS CE_POS SH_POS

Homogeneous (H) Perfusion Behavior Type (H_PBT)
93 14 H-4 H-4 1.4127 1.7126
98 14 H-4 H-4 1.4360 1.7407
103 14 H-4 H-4 1.5031 1.7964
108 14 H-4 H-4 1.6076 1.8794
113 14 H-5 H-5 1.6127 1.8917
All 5 70 H-4 H-4 1.5415 1.8309

Non-Dynamic (ND) Perfusion Behavior Type (ND_PBT)
93 14 ND-955 ND-955 0.7358 0.7592
98 14 ND-1009 ND-955 0.6612 0.7186
103 14 ND-1010 ND-956 0.6644 0.7521
108 14 ND-943 ND-889 0.6308 0.7892
113 14 ND-944 ND-1228 0.7382 0.7819
All 5 70 ND-1009 ND-956 0.7419 0.8260

Dynamic (D) Perfusion Behavior Type (D_PBT)
93 14 D-906 D-905 0.6274 0.6671
98 14 D-906 D-817 0.6353 0.6574
103 14 D-906 D-825 0.6135 0.6719
108 14 D-913 D-825 0.6100 0.6788
113 14 D-913 D-913 0.6351 0.6814
All 5 70 D-913 D-825 0.6358 0.7035

All RMSD values are worse than respective values in Table 3, i.e. HP_THER
was better approximated by the optimization procedure than LP_THER. For
each PBT, the optimum PTMs and the optimum ALL5 results are marked in
bold. Region perfusion values for every perfusion model reported in this table
can be found in Table 5.

Table 3. Optimization results in terms of minimum root-mean-square-devi-
ation (RMSD) values, as defined in Equation (7), for the Higher-Power-Therapy
(HP_THER) for both Optimization Steps (Coarse, Fine).

Power
(W)

N
(number of squared

differences)

Perfusion model
RMSD
(�C)

CE_POS SH_POS CE_POS SH_POS

Homogeneous (H) Perfusion Behavior Type (H_PBT)
100 14 H-4 H-4 1.3250 1.6288
105 14 H-4 H-4 1.3063 1.6158
110 14 H-4 H-4 1.3280 1.6373
115 14 H-4 H-4 1.3959 1.703
120 14 H-4 H-4 1.4919 1.7978
All-5 70 H-4 H-4 1.3711 1.6779

Non-Dynamic (ND) Perfusion Behavior Type (ND_PBT)
100 14 ND-938 ND-937 0.6448 0.6071
105 14 ND-992 ND-938 0.5271 0.5339
110 14 ND-992 ND-955 0.4803 0.5312
115 14 ND-1009 ND-955 0.4935 0.6106
120 14 ND-1011 ND-958 0.4751 0.5964
All-5 70 ND-992 ND-955 0.5882 0.6435

Dynamic (D) Perfusion Behavior Type (D_PBT)
100 14 D-521 D-401 0.4392 0.5237
105 14 D-497 D-898 0.4743 0.5196
110 14 D-884 D-906 0.4698 0.4957
115 14 D-1002 D-906 0.4416 0.4512
120 14 D-1001 D-906 0.3882 0.4943
All-5 70 D-994 D-906 0.5417 0.5445

The results of the Coarse Step (H_PBT) are displayed in the upper segment
and those of the Fine Step are displayed in the middle segment (ND_PBT)
and in the bottom segment (D_PBT). Each segment involves results of 12
cases, i.e. 10 ‘suitable PTMs’ (‘SINGLE-PTM-RMSD-Minimization’) and 2 ALL5
results (‘ALL5-RMSDMinimization’). For every case, using a short notation (‘H-
4’, ND-1011, etc.) a respective number of each ‘suitable perfusion model’ is
also reported. For each PBT, the optimum PTMs and the optimum ALL5
results are marked in bold. These values represent also the optimum values
for both therapies because the values in Table 3 are generally better than the
respective ones in Table 4. Region perfusion values for every perfusion model
reported in this table can be found in Table 5.

Table 2. Tissue perfusion values in perfusion models exhibiting the non-
dynamic (ND) and dynamic (D) Perfusion Behavior Type (PBT) in the optimiza-
tion procedure described in Figure 1, 2, and 3.

Tissue
q c j

[kg/m3] [Ws/kg/�C] [W/m/�C]
Bladder 1040 3300 0.43
Rectum 1040 3600 0.53
Tumor 1040 3600 0.5
Fat 916 2500 0.25
Muscle 1040 3600 0.5
Bone 1955 1300 0.5

q: mass density; c : specific heat capacity; j: thermal conductivity. The values
for the homogeneous (H) PBT were: q¼ 1040 kg/m3, c¼ 3600Ws/kg/�C,
j¼ 0.5W/m/�C, applied for all regions.
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global loop counter i_perf¼ 1… n_perf_ND (or … n_perf_D).
The outer loop was used for tumor perfusion values and the
innermost loop for bone perfusion values.

For ND_PBT the highest number for perfusion values, five,
was allowed for the two tissues with inserted catheters, in
the tumor and in rectum. For these regions two perfusion
values were chosen beneath m¼ 10, and two above.
Following ND-type perfusion values were set for each of the
six regions (a symbol ‘j’ is used as a delimiter):

m tumor ¼ 2:5 5j j 10 15j j 20
m rectum ¼ 2:5 5j j 10 15j j 20
m bladder ¼ 2:5 5j j 10
m muscle ¼ 10 j 20 j 30
m fat ¼ 2:5 j 5 j 7:5
m bone ¼ 2:5 j 5

(12)

The total number of ND-type perfusion patient models of
the patient n_perf_ND, can be calculated as a combination of
region perfusion models defined in Equation (12), yielding,
according to Equation (4), n_perf_ND¼ 5�5�3�3�3�2¼ 1350.

Almost analogically, the loop structure for D_PBT was real-
ized. However, the use of D_PBT, with varying/dynamic per-
fusion values in each region, allowed a better ‘covering’ of
the perfusion range, so we used only 4 tumor and rectum
perfusion models instead of 5 in N_PBT. In turn, the number
of fat and muscle perfusion models was increased in com-
parison to N_PBT, from 3 to 4. For simplicity, we describe
dynamic region perfusion models in Equation (2) using a
short notation with arrows like ‘5 ! 10’ for a double

perfusion increase, or ‘5!15’ for the threefold increase. The
following D-type region perfusion models were set for each
of the six regions:

m tumor ¼ 2:5 ! 5 j 5 ! 10 j 7:5 ! 15 j 10 ! 20
m rectum ¼ 2:5 ! 5 j 5 ! 10 j 7:5 ! 15 j 10 ! 20

m bladder ¼ 1:25 ! 2:5 j 2:5 ! 5 j 5 ! 10
m muscle ¼ 3:33 ! 10 j 5 ! 15 j 10 ! 30 j 13:33 ! 40

m fat ¼ 1 ! 3 j 2 ! 6 j 2:5 ! 7:5 j 3:33 ! 10
m bone ¼ 1:25 ! 2:5 j 2:5 ! 5,

(13)

The total number of D-type perfusion models of the
patient, n_perf_D, can be calculated as a combination of
region perfusion models defined in Equation (13), yielding,
according to Equation (4), n_perf_D¼ 4�4�3�4�4�2¼ 1536.

Step 5: PTM creation and fine optimization using ND_PBT
and D_PBT
In this step, with the perfusion models identified in Equation
(12), a total number of n_ND¼ 27000 ND-type PTMs was cre-
ated and 27000 BHTE runs were performed (Equation (5),
Figures 2 and 3). Similarly, due to Equation (13), n_D¼ 30720
PTMs and BHTE runs were applied for D_PBT, respectively.
Next, all calculated Temperature Sets were compared with
two measured Temperature Sets (for HP_THER and LP_THER)
in terms of minimum RMSD (Equation (7)), using SINGLE-
PTM-RMSD-Minimization and ALL5-RMSD-Minimization,
resulting, in accordance with Equation (9), in an identical
number of comparison cases, n_cases¼ 24, for each of the

Table 5. Region perfusion values of all perfusion models reported in Tables 3 and 4.

Perfusion model Tumor Rectum Bladder Muscle Fat Bone Incidence index
P

N

H-4 10 10 10 10 10 10 532
H-5 15 15 15 15 15 15 28
ND-889 15 5 5 20 2.5 2.5 14
ND-937 15 10 5 10 2.5 2.5 14
ND-938 15 10 5 10 2.5 5 28
ND-943 15 10 5 20 2.5 2.5 14
ND-944 15 10 5 20 2.5 5 14
ND-955 15 10 10 10 2.5 2.5 140
ND-956 15 10 10 10 2.5 5 84
ND-958 15 10 10 10 5 5 14
ND-992 15 15 5 10 2.5 5 98
ND-1009 15 15 10 10 2.5 2.5 98
ND-1010 15 15 10 10 2.5 5 14
ND-1011 15 15 10 10 5 2.5 14
ND-1228 20 10 10 10 5 5 14
D-401 5!10 2.5!5 1.25 !2.5 10!30 1!3 1.25!2.5 14
D-497 5!10 5!10 1.25 !2.5 10!30 1!3 1.25!2.5 14
D-521 5!10 5!10 2.5 !5 5!15 1!3 1.25!2.5 14
D-817 7.5 !15 2.5!5 2.5 !5 10!30 1!3 1.25!2.5 14
D-825 7.5 !15 2.5!5 2.5 !5 13.33!40 1!3 1.25!2.5 98
D-884 7.5 !15 5 !10 1.25!2.5 10!30 2!6 2.5!5 14
D-898 7.5 !15 5 !10 2.5 !5 3.33 ! 10 1!3 2.5!5 14
D-905 7.5 !15 5 !10 2.5 !5 5!15 1!3 1.25!2.5 14
D-906 7.5 !15 5 !10 2.5 !5 5!15 1 !3 2.5!5 154
D-908 7.5 !15 5 !10 2.5 !5 5!15 2 !6 2.5!5 140
D-913 7.5!15 5!10 2.5!5 10!30 1!3 1.25!2.5 112
D-994 7.5!15 7.5!15 2.5!5 3.33!10 1!3 2.5!5 70
D-1001 7.5!15 7.5!15 2.5!5 5!15 1!3 1.25!2.5 14
D-1002 7.5 !15 7.5!15 2.5!5 5!15 1!3 2.5!5 14

In the last row, results of ‘Approach 3’ are reported by displaying the corresponding ‘Incidence Index’, RN, defined in Equation (9). The H-type, ND-type, and D-
type perfusion models with the highest RN values, respectively, are marked in bold.
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two PBTs, respectively (20 single PTM cases and 4 ALL5
cases).

In analogy to H_PBT optimization results of all 2�24 cases
are listed in terms of minimum RMSD values (2�12 results for
HP_THER in Table 3 and 2�12 results for LP_THER in Table 4,
respectively). ND_PBT cases are displayed in the middle seg-
ment (lines 12-17) of Tables 3 and Table 4, respectively,
whereas D_PBT cases are listed in the bottom segment of
these tables (the last 6 bottom lines).

Generally, RMSD values for HP_THER (Table 3) were lower
than those for LP_THER (Table 4) and CE_POS yielded overall
better results than SH_POS. In addition, ND-type results were
overall slightly worse than D-type results (but much better
than H-type results).

In Figure 4 we illustrate the RMSD-based minimization via
Equation (7) for the comparison between
i_perf¼ 1… n_perf_D¼ 1536 calculated Temperature Sets
(indicated as ‘MODEL-NUMBER’ on the abscissa) and one
measured Temperature Set for HP_THER. The comparison is
made for the case that is associated with the optimum PTM
(among all PTMs) parameter combination ‘(D_PBT K
HP_THER K CE_POS K P¼ 120 W)’, which is marked in bold
in Table 3 in the next paragraph. A minimum RMSD value
(0.3882 �C) was found for ‘i_perf ¼ 1001’, i.e., for a PTM that
involves the perfusion model D-1001. High RMSD values (up
to almost 5 �C) were obtained for low perfusion model indi-
ces that are associated with obviously too low tumor and
rectum perfusion values.

Step 6: evaluation of optimum ND-type and D-type perfu-
sion models

Perfusion evaluation approach 1 (SINGLE-PTM approach).
Among all 20 ND-type and 20D-type suitable PTMs, the opti-
mum PTM [with the lowest RMSD in Tables 3 and 4
(0.3882 �C, marked bold in Table 3)] was a D-type PTM and
was characterized by the following parameter combination:
‘(D-1001 K HP_THER K CE_POS K P¼ 120 W)’. An optimum
ND-type PTM (RMSD ¼ 0.5882 �C, thus worse than D-1001,
also marked bold in Table 3) was obtained for the following
combination: ‘(ND-1011 K HP_THER K CE_POS K P¼ 120 W)’.
Thus, as a result of Approach 1 the dynamic perfusion model
D-1001 and the non-dynamic perfusion model ND-1011 were
found as optimum perfusion models. For particular perfusion
values/models see Table 5. Both Approach-1 results are
shown in Figure 5 in the next paragraph.

Perfusion evaluation approach 2 (ALL5 approach). The
optimum ALL5 value (among all ALL5 values) was associated
with a dynamic perfusion model D-994 (HP_THER K CE_POS,
RMSD ¼ 0.5417 �C, marked in bold in Table 3). For ND_PBT
an optimum ALL5 result was obtained again for HP_THER
and was characterized by the perfusion model ND-992 and
CE_POS (RMSD ¼ 0.5882 �C, marked in bold in Table 3).
Thus, as a result of Approach 2 the dynamic perfusion model
D-994 and the non-dynamic perfusion model ND-992 were
found as optimum perfusion models. For particular perfusion
values/models see Table 5.

In conclusion, all optimum perfusion models, found via
Approach 1 and Approach 2, were obtained for HP_THER
and CE_POS. Furthermore, the RMSD values in Table 3 are
generally lower than those in Table 4, thus HP_THER was
better approximated by the optimization procedure than
LP_THER.

Perfusion evaluation approach 3 (‘Highest-Incidence-
Index’ approach). As demonstrated in Table 5, the optimum
perfusion models found via Approach 3 were D-906 for
D_PBT (

P
N¼ 154, marked in bold) and ND-955 for ND_PBT

(
P

N¼ 140, marked in bold, too), respectively. The dynamic
perfusion model D-906 is present in Table 3 (HP_THER) for
three power values for SH_POS and for one ALL5 value, for
SH_POS, too. Furthermore, this perfusion model can be
found in Table 4 (LP_THER) also for three power values for
CE_POS. The non-dynamic perfusion model ND-955 is present
in Table 3 (HP_THER) for two power values for SH_POS and
for one ALL5 value for SH_POS, too. Moreover, in Table 4
(LP_THER), this perfusion model can be found for one power
value for CE_POS and two power values for SH_POS.

Perfusion evaluation approaches 1 and 2 for LP_THER. If
skipping Table 3 and comparing only LP_THER (Table 4),
Approach 1 yields as an optimum perfusion model D-913
(LP_THER K CE_POS K 113W), with the RMSD value as high
as 0.61 �C. This is much higher than 0.3882 �C which was the
best case in Table 3. The model D-913 is also the optimum
perfusion model for the entire P_range (Approach 2) yielding
0.6358 �C for RMSD. Thus, D-913 proves to be a useful perfu-
sion model for LP_THER alone. For ND_PBT, moreover,
Approach 1 yields as an optimum perfusion model ND-943
(LP_THER K CE_POS K 108W) with RMSD ¼ 0.6308 �C. Both
Approach-1 results are shown in Figure 6 in the next
paragraph.

Graphical comparison along the catheters for both
therapies

In Figure 5 we graphically compare temperatures which
were measured along the catheters in the steady-state phase
of HP_THER shortly before ‘power-off’ (black dashed curve)
with three calculated Temperature Sets which were associated
with the optimum PTMs in Table 3, each one for each of the
three PBTs, respectively (H_PBT, ND_PBT, D_PBT). A similar
comparison is performed in Figure 6 for the optimum PTMs
in Table 4 for LP_THER. For both therapies measured temper-
atures in the tumor were slightly higher than in rectum.
Temperatures for HP_THER were on average higher than
those for LP_THER by around 0.5–1 �C (see also Table 1). The
highest temperature value for HP_THER was measured in the
bladder (black cross icon). For LP_THER the highest tempera-
ture value was in the center of the tumor. In the tumor, a
decrease in temperature toward the lateral tumor margin
(point 4) was observed, which may be explained by cooling
effects originating from water bolus or by higher perfusion
values for the tumor margin than for the tumor center. In
the rectum, the temperatures were relatively constant,
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except for a decrease toward the caudal end (point 0). This
can be explained by the influence of extracorporeal tempera-
ture conditions (cooling effects) at the anus.

The H-type PTMs exhibited for both therapies too high
temperatures in the tumor and too low in rectum.
Interestingly, improvement in inhomogeneous case was not
due to lowering rectum perfusion in comparison to that of
the tumor, but rather by lowering the fat perfusion and at
the same time by equally increasing both rectum and tumor
perfusion values (compare, in Table 5, the region perfusion
values between the models H-4 and ND-1011 or between the
models H-4 and D-1001).

In conclusion, although a substantial minimization of
RMSD values was achieved (Figure 4), no one of the opti-
mum PTMs exactly approximated the characteristic tumor
temperature behavior that exhibited a temperature increase

in the central tumor part, especially in the case of LP_THER
(Figure 6). In contrast, a good approximation of temperature
behavior in rectum was achieved. Probably, for future com-
parisons, a more complicated subtumoral model is needed,
for instance with a less perfused tumor center and a higher
perfused margin.

Discussion

This paper describes a novel optimization procedure for
standardized comparisons in patient models using clinical
measurements (temperature profiles along the catheters
shortly before power-off and power measurements). The pro-
cedure is presented using data of two hyperthermia thera-
pies of the same pediatric patient treated in SIGMA-30.

Figure 5. Comparison of measured [for the Higher-Power-Therapy (HP_THER), black dashed curve with cross symbols] and calculated ‘Temperature Sets’ of the pel-
vic region along the tumor, rectal, and bladder catheters in 14 points: 5 in tumor catheter (0 cm corresponds to the caudal-medial catheter tip), 8 in rectal catheter
(0 cm corresponds to anus), and one in bladder catheter, and Calculated results refer to the optimum Parametrized Treatment Models (PTMs) for each ‘Perfusion
Behavior Type’ (PBT), respectively. These PTMs are indicated as follows: �‘H-4-centr-105 W’ (red, circle symbols) [homogeneous perfusion model H-4, central patient
positioning (CE_POS), absorbed power in the patient model P¼ 105W]. �‘ND-1011-centr-120W’ (blue, square symbols) (non-dynamic perfusion model ND-1011,
CE_POS, P¼ 120W), and, � ‘D-1001-centr-120W’ (purple, triangle symbols) (dynamic perfusion model D-1001, CE_POS, P¼ 120W). Region perfusion values are dis-
played in Table 5.

Figure 6. Comparison of measured [for the Lower-Power-Therapy (LP_THER), black dashed curve with cross symbols] and calculated ‘Temperature Sets’ in points
explained in the legend of Figure 6. Calculated results refer to those PTMs, which exhibited the minimum RMSD in Table 4, i.e. those which are the best for
LP_THER only, for each perfusion behavior type (PBT), respectively. These PTMs are indicated as follows: �‘H-4-centr-93 W’ (red, circle symbols) (homogeneous PBT,
CE_POS, p¼ 93 W). �‘ND-943-centr-108’ W (blue, square symbols) (non-dynamic PBT, CE_POS, p¼ 108 W), and �‘D-913-centr-108W’ (purple, triangle symbols)
(dynamic PBT, CE_POS, p¼ 108 W). Region perfusion values are displayed in Table 5.
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Forward and reflected power measurements and FDTD
calculations were used for identification of the absorbed
power range for each therapy. For comparisons, involving
both the FDTD and the BHTE, various combinations of, 1,
therapies, 2, patient positioning in the applicator, 3, power
levels/ranges, and, 4, perfusion models were created, referred
to as Parametrized Treatment Models (PTMs). Three different
perfusion behavior types (PBTs) were investigated, homoge-
neous (H), non-dynamic (ND) and dynamic (D). Perfusion
models were region-based, i.e., inside a region/organ the
perfusion value did not vary from point to point. Three
approaches for evaluation of the best perfusion models for
both retrospective analysis and prospective planning were
presented.

In the PTM-related retrospective analysis, the PTM with the
lowest RMSD (0.3882 �C) was a D-type PTM which was char-
acterized by the following parameter combination: ‘(D-1001
K HP_THER K CE_POS K P¼ 120 W)’. However, it cannot be
generally expected that the dynamic perfusion model D-1001
that was identified to be the optimum one for the retro-
spective analysis (Perfusion Evaluation Approach 1) will be
the best one for the prospective planning, too. This is because
it is rather a low probability that the aforementioned opti-
mum PTM – with the particular power level of 120W and
other particular parameters associated with this PTM – will
be the best one for the next therapy, too. This can rather be
expected for the dynamic perfusion model D-994, the opti-
mum one among all ALL5 results (Approach 2) which was
associated with the parameter combination ‘(HP_THER K
CE_POS, RMSD ¼ 0.5417 �C)’ when it is assured that the next
therapy is carried out similarly like the case associated with
the perfusion model D-994 [similar patient positioning
CE_POS, similar power range to that specified in Equation
(11a) and the same channel setting]. With other words, a
perfusion model like perfusion model D-994, the optimum
model for Approach 2, which optimally approximates 5
power values [values in Equation (11a)], is more likely to
approximate the next power value (in the next therapy) than
a model that approximates a single power value (for instance
a power of 120W that is ‘required’ for the perfusion model
D-1001, the optimum model for Approach 1).

The Perfusion Evaluation Approach 3 identifies the best
perfusion model via the Highest-Incidence Index,

P
N,

defined in Equation (10). As explained in the section
Materials and Methods, this approach is the most general
one, and it can be applied for the prospective planning for
the next therapy of the same patient and/or for different/
new patients. However, in the latter case it requires a reason-
able preselection of parameters and generation of ‘therapy-
clusters’ representing similar therapies/cases. In contrast, due
to the high number of involved different cases this approach
yields still valuable but rather coarsely averaged retrospective
information about the therapy or therapies which were
already performed.

Note that all optimum perfusion models identified via
Approach 1 and Approach 2 relate to HP_THER and CE_POS.
Thus, firstly, the higher-power therapy was easier to approxi-
mate than the lower-power one, and, secondly, the real

positioning of the patient in the applicator was indeed more
similar to the central one than to the shifted one. Moreover,
all optimum perfusion models identified via Perfusion
Evaluation Approaches 1-3 exhibited the dynamic perfusion
behavior type (D-1001 for Approach 1, D-994 for Approach 2,
and D-906 for Approach 3). Thus, the dynamic perfusion
behavior specified in Equation (2) seems to be a very useful
model for hyperthermia treatment planning.

In general, presentation of the results in terms of all cases,
like it is done in Tables 3 and 4, is strongly recommended. In
this way, evaluation of parameter combinations which are
subsets of n_cases, can be performed, for instance only those
cases which are associated with one particular therapy, one
particular positioning, etc., can be selected. These constella-
tions of cases should be selected depending on the purpose.
If, for instance, a third therapy of the same patient should be
predicted from the retrospective data of two previous ones,
then the perfusion evaluation should include data of both
therapies (like HP_THER and LP_THER in Approach 3 result-
ing in the identification of the perfusion model D-906). If a
completely new patient is planned, only data of similar
patients should be included in the database.

Such prospective planning purposes can result in a further
generalization of RMSD-based optimization, i.e., a further
increase of the value of ‘N’ in Equation (7) after a reasonable
selection of cases for the database, depending on the con-
crete purpose. Following this methodology, the next step
beyond the RMSD-based minimization scheme presented in
this paper could be an enlargement of N to 140 or even to
N¼ 280. In an ‘optimization sense’ this would be equivalent
to searching for a single perfusion model that is related
‘simultaneously’ to 20 power values, two therapies and two
patient positions (instead of searching for many optimum
perfusion models case by case as presented in this paper).
These ‘N-enlargement cases’ are not shown in this paper in
detail, but, interestingly, they result in an identification of
the same perfusion model D-906 that was also found using
Approach 3, confirming the general nature of this perfusion
model. Alternatively/additively, several cases originating from
different therapies and different power ranges can be
included in the evaluation scheme. Due to the general
nature of Approach 3, it can be applied to other RMSD-based
minimization schemes originating from any combinations of
particular values of N in Equation (7) and the evaluation can
consider any number of cases, applying weighting proce-
dures similar to those in Equation (10). For proving if these –
theoretically plausible – perfusion evaluation approaches are
useful in clinical practice, further investigations are needed in
the near future.

The optimization procedure is presented for a pediatric
patient in SIGMA-30, but it can be easily extended to other
patient types, including adults, and it can be applied to
other hyperthermia applicators. The necessary condition for
obtaining realistic perfusion values is, however, estimation of
a reasonable range of absorbed power in a given patient for
a given applicator.

The future goal is to be able to predict any therapy using
prospective analysis based on such patient-specific PTMs and
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– by improving the accuracy of planning methods and mod-
els – to reduce the need of thermometry. This requires a
higher number of parameters than those investigated in this
paper (several channel settings, more perfusion models, vari-
ous patient positions, etc.). Moreover, data derived from local
T-rise/-drop measurements in patients can also be included
into future PTM comparisons, requiring, however, additional
comparison formulas to that in Equation (7). For that, further
retrospective investigations are needed to build a database,
including a sufficiently large pool of different therapies based
on optimization procedure principles developed in this
paper, resulting in a cumulative learning effect from one
therapy to the next. Moreover, collecting PTM data of differ-
ent patient therapies to the aforementioned database would
allow prediction of temperatures in similar patients in the
future. To this end, this paper is the first step in this
perspective.

Conclusions

A novel procedure for identification of patient-specific elec-
tromagnetic and thermal models with different parameter
settings and parameters, which we refer to as Parametrized
Treatment Models, was developed and evaluated by compari-
son with measurements obtained from two clinical hyper-
thermia therapies of a pediatric patient treated in SIGMA-30.
The determining factor for accurate calculations of patient-
specific therapy planning was the proper choice of the perfu-
sion models according to the specified absolute values of
the absorbed power in the patient model. For identification
of optimum perfusion models, which can be used for
improved patient planning, dedicated evaluation approaches
were proposed. The optimization procedure can be extended
to other patient types, including adults, and to different
hyperthermia applicators. The future goal is to be able to
predict temperature during any therapy using prospective
analysis based on such patient-specific PTMs and – by
improving the accuracy of planning methods and models –
to reduce the need of thermometry.
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